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50: Cloud security solutions 3 17 - If you’re looking for something new, something
exciting, or you just want to hear the “C” word associated with cloud technology, it’s
time to look at what’s hot and likely to be around for a long time: cloud security. The
'Cloud' in “Cloud Security” Isn't New Internet communications made using cloud
computing technologies has been the most important evolution in personal
communications and e-business since the creation of the first electric fax machine in
1887. GigaOM's 2011 Disruptors 50: Cloud security solutions Cloud security has
been a hot topic for the past year or so as new vulnerabilities have been revealed,
and as many companies have said, “enough is enough.” With the resurgence of
interest in cloud computing the threat landscape in 2010 has been troubled by
hundreds of new security threats. While the security industry has defined cloud
computing as a new way to deliver service in which software, information and
services are provided to users securely in the form of on-demand self service web
based applications, from a vendor’s perspective
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January 31, 2010 Part 2: Two Major Myths Well, there's the memo. And then there's the
reading of the memo. And the full realization that the memo is accurate (although the analysis
certainly doesn't completely agree with the document and doesn't appear to take into account or care - about the foreign policy implications). This brings us to a couple of myths from the
right-wing noise machine that, given the scope of this blatant disregard for national security
and foreign policy interests, are particularly egregious. First, the (so far) unimportant fact that
the military report on these memos says it is not simply the intelligence community that is
concerned about overclassification, but rather that the entire government. This would seem to
signal that at least within the government (not just intelligence), this is a widespread problem.
Unfortunately, this claim is not correct. The response to this question was much the same as
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the analysis: the intelligence community, the State Department, and the White House are the
biggest impediments to declassifying the report. The intelligence community is protesting, but
more importantly the State Department is strongly opposed to any declassification. Remember
that the State Department and the FBI fought very hard to keep the scandal from becoming a
political issue. As a result, it's not seen as "overclassification" at the national level. It's more
like, once you put the full report in context, it's obvious that the national security is not
significantly compromised. Second, right-wingers have claimed that the hacking of State
Department computers (and the subsequent leaking of the memos) was not done by the
administration. Rather, there's a foreign country that is trying to embarrass the administration.
I know, I know, the administration is just trying to protect you and our sovereignty
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